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Free Access to Research
Infrastructures
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• Do you want to run experiments in the best Europea  
laboratories?

• Are you interested in making analyses using the bes  
research equipment?

• Do you care about accurate measurements?

• Are you looking for access to unique collections of 
specimens or documents?

• Do you wish to take part in a research vessel 
expedition?

Trans-national Access (TNA)
(to researchers or group of researchers)



 Research Infrastructures and Horizon 2020

 Transnational Acces Opportunities (TNA)

 Square Kilomenter Array – an insight

Our plan for the next hour
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Research Infrastructures and Horizon 2020
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• Intergovernmental Research Infrastructures. Well 
established Research Infrastructures supported by the 
Member States. 

• New Pan-European Research Infrastructures. Research 
Infrastructures identified on the roadmap of the European 
Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI). 

• National Research Infrastructures. Several networks of 
national and regional Research Infrastructures open to all 
European researcher from both academia and industry are 
promoted by the European Commission through 
"Integrating Activity" projects. 

The European Research 
Infrastructures Landscape 
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Research Infrastructures in H2020

1. Training 
researchers

5. 
European 
Research 
infrastructu
res

8. Forum on 
Forward 
Looking 
Activities

2. University 
ranking 
system

3. 
Developing 
new 
curricula

7. 
Involvemen
t of SMEs in 
R&I

6. 
Programm
es focusing 
on EU2020

4. ERA 
Framework

27. 
Research 
programm
es on 
public 
sector and 
social 
innovation

19. 
European 
Design 
Board

12. Cross-
border 
matching 
of 
innovative 
firms

9. EIT to 
expand its 
activities

10. New 
financial 
instruments 
for private 
finance

11. Free 
Venture 
Capital 
funds

34. New 
indicator 
for fast-
growing 
companies 
and 
monitoring

31. 
Scientific 
cooperatio
n with third 
countries

32. 
Internation
al 
agreement
s on RIs

33. MS to 
carry out 
self 
assessment
s

14. EU 
Patent

17. Pre-
commerci
al and 
public 
procureme
nts

18. Eco-
innovation 
action plan

13. Review 
of State aid 
R&D&I

24. Smart 
Specialisati
on

29. 
European 
Innovation 
Partnership
s

30. Policies 
for 
researchers 
to reside in 
Europe

20. Open 
access 

28. Partners 
consultatio
n on 
knowledge 
economy

25. Focus 
on 
Innovation 
in the next 
Structural 
Funds

26. 
European 
Social 
innovation 
pilot

21. 
Knowledge 
transfer

16. 
Modernise 
standard-
setting

22. 
European 
market for 
patents 
and 
licensing

23. 
Safeguard 
of IPRs

15. 
Screening 
of key 
regulatory 
frameworks

EU approach for
Research Infrastructures
Research infrastructures are 
the backbone of modern 
scientific and technological 
systems and are therefore 
instrumental in increasing 
the competitiveness of 
European research.
Budget: 2.4B€



What the RIs Programme
DOES NOT cover 

Collaborative
Research

New PUMA synchrotron beamline. Courtesy of
Synchrotron SOLEIL

Real-time ELI building : 
www.elibeams.eu/about/building

Towards a Material History of the Ghent Altarpiece. 
Courtesy of University of Perugia

Purchasing inst.
Modernizing RIs

Building RIs*

Access to national
facilities



What the RIs Programme
DOES cover 

1. Development and long-term sustainability of new pan-
European research infrastructures 

2. Integrating and opening research infrastructures of 
European interest 

3. E-Infrastructures
4. Innovation in RIs
5. Support measures (international cooperation, studies, 

NCPs…)

Horizon 2020 Work Programme for
European Research Infrastructures (including e-
Infrastructures) 



A definition
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Facilities, resources and services used by the scientific 
community for conducting research and innovation in their 
fields.

…essential to achieve excellence in research and innovation

They can be “Single-sited”, “distributed” or “virtual”  and, 
when relevant, may be used beyond research

Knowledge-based resources

Major scientific equipments

e-infrastructures

http://www.emmanet.org/submissions.php
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Use of research infrastructures for H202  

All H2020 Societal Challenges encourages the 
use of existing research infrastructures 
(including e-infrastructures), when appropriate. 
 Participation in projects
 LRI

Projects submitting a Data Management Plan 
are invited to identify the existing European 
research data infrastructures that may be 
used and how these may be mobilised, in 
particular for long-term data curation and 
preservation (e.g. OpenAIRE, European Open 
Science Cloud…)

Managed by: DG RTD and DG CONECT (e-infrastructures)
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e-infrastructures

https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/content/e-
infrastructures-making-europe-best-place-
research and innovation

Digital infrastructures are the virtual 
backbone of European research and a vit  
driver for innovation.
Without them there would be:

* no sharing of data
* no exchange of know-how
* no collaboration. 

EU-funded e-infrastructures address the 
needs of European researchers and 
innovators:

* for transnational comm. networks
* high perf.ce and high throughput comput
* multidisciplinary data management 
* collaborative scientific software

European Open Science Cloud
(EOSC)

https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/content/e-infrastructures-making-europe-best-place-research-and-innovation


Transnational Acces Opportunities
and Services - TAS
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Transnational Access (TNA) is a fundamental part of the 
actions of the Research Infrastructures programme

through successive Framework Programmes.

What is the Transnational Access 
(TNA)?
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'free of charge' provision of access to a research
infrastructure (operated by one of the beneficiaries 
of a INFRAIA project) to selected researchers or 
research teams usually working in a country other 
than the country where the RI is located



Two modalities of ACCESS

1.Trans-national Access (TA)

2.Virtual Access (VA)
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Trans-national Access (TA)

TA can be:
• in person ('hands-on'), to users visiting the 
infrastructure,
e.g. access to a research vessel, or

• remote scientific services, no visit needed, 
e.g. performance of sample analysis

'free of charge' provision of access to a 
research infrastructure to selected researchers or 
research teams usually working in a country other 
than the country where the RI is located. 
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Trans-national Access eligibility
conditions

 user group is eligible for TA support under the grant when the 
user group leader and the majority of users work in countries 
different from where the installation is located

- This condition is not necessary when:
- The access provider is an International organisation, the JRC, an ERIC or 

other similar legal entities representing different countries
- in case of remote access to a set of installations offering the same type of 

service and located in different countries

 Only user groups that will disseminate the results they generate 
under the project are eligible, unless users work for SMEs

 Access for user groups with a majority of users working in third 
countries is limited to 20% of the total amount of units of access 
provided under the grant,
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Transnational Access (TA): 
¨Access provider¨ Obligations

 to publicise widely the access offered under the grant 
agreement and the modalities to apply 

 to take into account the gender dimension in advertising the 
access and defining the support provided to users

 to set up an independent selection panel to select the 
users to be supported

 to maintain & provide to EC appropriate documentation

 to support and justify the amount of access reported
 (name, nationality and affiliation of users; nature and quantity 

of access provided to user teams, selection panel members & 
selection procedure)



Virtual Access (VA)

'Free of charge' provision of access to widely used
resources needed for research that are openly and
freely available through communication 
networks

18

 No need for a competitive selection of users

 No need to set up a selection panel

 No need to identify users either. 
However identification is possible when access provision is  
subject to specific requirements such as registration, 
authentication and/or authorisation of users (e.g. for access to 
sensitive data)

 No need for users to visit the infrastructure to get access
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 Do you need sophisticated computer services?

 Are you interested in access to powerful computers, 
networks, grids, repositories, databanks?

 Do you have needs for safely storing large quantities of 
scientific data?

 Do you want to be a part of networked research
communities that share computing platforms and 
advancedapplications running next generation protocols?

 Do you wish to work in the frame of world-class
operational communication and computing infrastructure
to facilitate scientific research? 

E-Infrastructures Services



Virtual Access 
Access provider obligations
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 publicise widely the access offered

 set up an external board to periodically assess the 
services offered, as only virtual services widely used by 
the community of European researchers will be 
supported. The assessment report must be provided to 
the EC;

 provide to the EC statistics on the access offered 
during the project, e.g. quantity, geographical 
distribution of users and, when possible, 
information/statistics on scientific outcomes 
acknowledging the use of the infrastructure
(publications, patents, etc)



How can I find opportunities?
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1. European Commission webpage: Listed by scientific domain, 
Transnational Access networks funded by the infrastructure program: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/infrastructures/index_en.cfm?pg
=riprojects#top

2. RICH Project website (RIs NCP´s network): 
http://www.rich2020.eu/

http://ec.europa.eu/research/infrastructures/index_en.cfm?pg=riprojects#top
http://www.rich2020.eu/
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TAS search facility

http://www.rich2020.eu/tas_calls/about
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A typical example….
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EUROPEAN CHARTER FOR ACCESS TO 
RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES

The Charter

"sets out non-regulatory principles 
and guidelines to be used as a 

reference when defining Access 
policies for Research 

Infrastructures and related 
services"

Charter for Access to 
Research 

Infrastructures. 
Section 1 - Purpose



RICH: Research Infrastructures
Consortium for H2020 
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Facilitate trans-national co-operation between NCPs for research 
infrastructures with a view to identifying and sharing good practices 
and raising the general standard of support to programme applicants, 
taking into account the diversity of actors that make up the 
constituency of the Research Infrastructures Part.

Scope

• Promotion of trans-national and virtual access, 
• Synergies with other NCPs networks,
• Cooperation with other policy and international cooperation 

oriented measures for research infrastructures
• Build on the past experience and achievements gained in 

EuroRis-Net+ project.

RICH: Research Infrastructures
Consortium for H2020 
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RICH Symposium 
"Fostering the Innovation 
Potential of RIs", 
Lisbon, 8 May 2017!

Registration is still open

Follow us, contact us!

@RICHncps



Make your clients RICHER,
Offer them a free access to 
Research Infrastructures!
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